
     Fact Sheet 

Quick set up guide for Celestron Computerised  Telescopes 

First Align Red Dot StarFinder 

1. Put Red Dot StarFinder onto telescope 

2. Using low power (25mm or 40mm) eyepiece in telescope point the scope at something terrestrial 

(on Earth) that is at least 200m away. ( A light pole, telegraph pole or edge of a building are the best 

objects) 

3. Centre it in the eyepiece of the telescope. 

4. Turn on Red Dot Starfinder and using the knob on the side at the front adjust left or right and the 

knob under the rear to adjust up and down, to align the Red Dot Starfinder to the same point that 

the telescope is pointing at. 

5. Once this is done we can proceed with the alignment. 

 

Alignment of Telescope 

Turn scope on. If this is the first time you will need to enter some basic information into the hand 

controller. 

First choose which country you are in 

Then either choose city or enter Longitude then Latitude. 

Choose Time Zone    

+ 12 hours New Zealand 

+10 hours for Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne, Hobart,  Launceston 

+9.50 hours for Adelaide, Darwin 

+8 hours for Perth 

We only need to enter the above information once if we use the scope at home. If we travel more than  

200 km away then we can change the Longitude and Latitude 

 

Enter Date  mm/dd/yyyy (American format) 

Enter Time    (default is 20:00:00) in Hours or AM /PM 

Date and Time must be entered every time you are doing an alignment as they will change every time you 

use the Telescope. 

 



Now onto the alignment 

Choose Sky Align as the method of alignment. This requires aligning three bright stars 

Look up at the sky and using the direction buttons drive the telescope around to point the Red Dot 

StarFinder at a bright star.  

Once the Red Dot StarFinder is pointed onto the star Press ENTER. 

It will display CENTER STAR in EYEPIECE. The telescope will automatically slow down its speed.  

Using the direction buttons centre the star in the eyepiece field of view. Press ALIGN 

Look up and find another bright star about two hand spans (60 degrees) away if possible. 

Using the direction buttons drive the telescope around to point the Red Dot StarFinder at the  bright star. 

Press ENTER  The telescope will automatically slow down and display message CENTER STAR in EYEPIECE. 

Using the direction buttons centre the star in the eyepiece field of view. Press ALIGN 

 

Look up again and find another bright star again about two hand spans (60 degrees) away if possible. 

Using the direction buttons drive the telescope around to point the Red Dot StarFinder at the bright star. 

Press ENTER  The telescope will automatically slow down and display message CENTER STAR in EYEPIECE. 

Using the direction buttons centre the star in the eyepiece field of view. Press ALIGN 

You should now get the message ALIGNMENT SUCCESFUL. 

 

You can now choose what you want to look at and the telescope will move to that object , once it gets 

there it will automatically switch to tracking mode and will track the object until you choose to move to 

another object  

 

Enjoy the night sky 

 

Bintel Team 

 

 

 

 

 


